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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

1 . A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set

forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this

application is eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set

forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action

has been withdrawn pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submission filed on

02/15/2007 has been entered.

Response to Amendment

2. This office action is in response to communications filed 09/27/2006. Claims 1-6

are pending. Claims 1 and 4 are amended. Claim 2 is previously presented. Claims 3,

5, 6 are original. Claim 7 is cancelled.

Response to Arguments

3. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims have been considered but are moot

in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.
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The applicant argues that Kuroda disclose a device recorder for recording and

playing data steams of audio, video and related information as well as a device for

displaying an EPG and Zigmond relates to displaying advertisements and that the

combination lacks motivation (Pages 7-8). The applicant argues that improper hindsight

using Applicants* claimed invention as a blueprint (Page 8).

In response to applicant's argument, Zigmond discloses recording programs and

inserting advertisements into recorded programs based on user attributes (Column 7,

lines 9-12, Column 11, lines 31-65). Zigmond discloses user information management

means for storing user information about each requesting origin (Figure 5, 82), and

obtaining advertising information appropriate for a user attribute of the requesting origin

via the connection means to the external device and inserting the information in a

recorded program or the household device or advertisement insertion device has a

connection means to external devices including video tape or any other medium

carrying recorded video programming which has the stored video program and

advertisements appropriate for a user attribute is inserted into the recorded program

(Figure 5, Figure 6). The motivation for combination provided in the last office action is

for the benefit of receiving payment from advertiser (Column 1 , lines 23-35).

In response to applicant's argument that the examiner's conclusion of

obviousness is based upon improper hindsight reasoning, it must be recognized that

any judgment on obviousness is in a sense necessarily a reconstruction based upon

hindsight reasoning. But so long as it takes into account only knowledge which was

within the level of ordinary skill at the time the claimed invention was made, and does
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not include knowledge gleaned only from the applicant's disclosure, such a

reconstruction is proper. See In re McLaughlin, 443 F.2d 1392, 170 USPQ 209 (CCPA

1971).

The applicant also argues that Kuroda in view of Zigmond and Ellis do not

disclose the new limitation "the storage means permanently stores self-diagnostic data

relating to content recording and reproducing sequences corresponding to expansion

and compression of the original recorded program" (Pages 6-8).

The examiner argues that there is no support for the limitation. See 112 rejection

below. Also, the examiner argues that storage means permanently stores means

permanent storage and permanent storage is the type of computer storage that keeps

the data or its contents regardless if the power is turned off or the if the storage device

is moved to anther computer. See new rejection below.

4. Applicant's failure to adequately traverse the Examiner's taking of Official Notice

for Claim 3 in the previous office actions is taken as an admission of the facts noticed.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

5. The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of

making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the

art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same and shall

set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.
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6. Claims 1 and 4 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as failing to comply

with the written description requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter which

was not described in the specification in such a way as to reasonably convey to one

skilled in the relevant art that the inventor(s), at the time the application was filed, had

possession of the claimed invention. Claims 1 and 4 recite, "the storage means

permanently stores self-diagnostic data relating to content recording and reproducing

sequences corresponding to expansion and compression of the original recorded

program/'

The applicants' specification discloses that the ROM permanently stores control

codes for self-diagnostic programs executed during a power on sequence for the

content recording and reproducing system (Page 13, 4
th
paragraph). There is no

support that self-diagnostic data is stored in the same storage means as the recording

program and that it relates to the compression and expansion of the original recorded

program.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

7. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.
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8. Claims 1, 2, 4-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Kuroda (US 6,311,011) in view of Zigmond et al (US 6,698,020 and hereafter referred to

as "Zigmond") and Chung et al (US 2006/0204225 and hereafter referred to as

"Chung").

Regarding Claims 1 and 4, Kuroda disclose a recording system for recording

and/or reserving a broadcast program (Figure 1) and a recording substitution system for

substitutional^ recording a broadcast program (Figure 1), comprising: means for

accepting a request to record and/or reserve a broadcast program (Column 4, lines 18-

50); storage mans for recording a broadcasting program (Column 4, lines 18-50, Figure

2, 103, 105); connection mans for connecting with an external device (Column 5, lines

60-65); means for receiving a broadcast program (Figure 1, Figure 2) determination

means for determination whether it is possible to record a broadcast program requested

to recorded and/or reserved (Column 5, lines 60-65); means for issuing a recording

substitution request to an external device via the connection means in response to a

negative result of the determination (Figure 22, Figure 7). Kuroda discloses recording

substitution means or the recorder/player for responding to reception of a recording

substitution request via connection means and receiving and recording a corresponding

broadcast in the storage means (Column 5, lines 60-65, Figure 7). Kuroda discloses

the recoding system or recording substitution system receives and records television

programs in the storage means or the external device, which inherently comprises

commercials. Kuroda is silent on user information management means for storing user

information about each requesting origin, and obtaining advertising information
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appropriate for a user attribute of the requesting origin via the connection means and

the storage means permanently stores self-diagnostic data relating to content recording

and reproducing sequences corresponding to expansion and compression of the

original recorded program.

Zigmond discloses user information management means for storing user

information about each requesting origin (Figure 5, 82), and obtaining advertising

information appropriate for a user attribute of the requesting origin via the connection

means to the external device and inserting the information in a recorded program or the

household device or advertisement insertion device has a connection means to external

devices including video tape or any other medium carrying recorded video programming

which has the stored video program and advertisements appropriate for a user attribute

is inserted into the recorded program (Figure 5, Figure 6, Column 7, lines 9-12, Column

1 1 , lines 31-65). Chung discloses the storage means permanently stores self-

diagnostic data relating to content recording and reproducing sequences corresponding

to expansion and compression of the original recorded program (Pages 4-6, paragraph

0066-0075, 0078, Figures 3A-D, Figure 5, Figures 7-10).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify Kuroda to include that the user information

management means for storing user information about each requesting origin (Figure 5,

82), and obtaining advertising information appropriate for a user attribute of the

requesting origin via the connection means to the external device and inserting the

information in a recorded program or the household device or advertisement insertion
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device has a connection means to external devices including video tape or any other

medium carrying recorded video programming which has the stored video program and

advertisements appropriate for a user attribute is inserted into the recorded program

(Figure 5, Figure 6, Column 7, lines 9-12, Column 1 1 , lines 31-65) as taught by

Zigmond in order to provide advertisements that are more interesting to the viewer for

premium payment from the advertiser (Column 1 , lines 23-35) as disclosed by Zigmond.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Kuroda to include the storage means permanently stores

self-diagnostic data relating to content recording and reproducing sequences

corresponding to expansion and compression of the original recorded program (Pages

4-6, paragraph 0066-0075, 0078, Figures 3A-D, Figure 5, Figures 7-10) as taught by

Chung in order to prevent screen interruption during playback (Page 1, paragraphs 003,

007-001 0) as disclosed by Chung.

Regarding Claim 2, Kuroda, Zigmond and Chung disclose all the limitations of

Claim 1. Kuroda discloses the determination means generates a negative result when a

remaining capacity of the storage means is not sufficient for recording a broadcast

program requested to be recorded and/or reserved (Figure 7, Column 5, lines 60-65).

Regarding Claim 5, Kuroda, Zigmond and Chung disclose all the limitations of

Claim 4. Kuroda discloses when the recorder is connected with the Internet; the video

recorder may store signals via World Wide Web in the temporary storage device

(Column 12, lines 28-44). It is noted that the World Wide Web records data from a
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plurality of external devices (plurality of users) and the substitution means is located

upstream from the user and records program per users requests.

Regarding Claim 6, Kuroda, Zigmond and Chung disclose all the limitations of

Claim 4. Kuroda discloses comprising user information management means for storing

user information about each requesting origin, wherein the recording substitution means

records a broadcast program in a format appropriate for a user attribute of the

requesting origin including HDD format, DVD format or VCR format (Figure 1 , 105,

Figure 7, Figure 22).

9. Claim 3 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Kuroda in

view of Zigmond and Chung as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of an

applicant's admission of fact.

Regarding Claim 3, Kuroda, Zigmond and Chung disclose all the limitations of

Claim 1 . Kuroda, Zigmond and Chung are silent on the determination means generates

a negative result when a failure in the system prevents a broadcast program from being

recorded in the storage means. Applicant's admission of fact provides evidence to

include redundant storage devices in the situation wherein a given storage device is not

working or failing. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to modify the combination of Kuroda, Zigmond,

and Chung to include the claimed limitation for the benefit of ensuring a program is

recorded in situations of a recorder failing or not working.
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Conclusion

10. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Farzana E. Hossain whose telephone number is 571-

272-5943. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday to Friday 8:00 am to

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Christopher Kelley can be reached on 571-272-7331. The fax phone

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

4:30 pm.

FEH
April 25, 2007


